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Good afternoon, I am writing this in regards to the SEL curriculum and voice my support for these services as a D57 parent and a clinical behavior analyst,
who has consulted for behavioral concerns in school districts for over 20 years.
SEL Curricula are an essential component of development for Childrens’ self-management, emotional learning, problem solving, among many critical
benefits. I am in support of these programming components and believe, as a mother and a clinician, that this is a very important component of our students’
education.
Thank you,
Jaime Rische, Ma, BCBA
Just browsing through the Public Board packet it's clear that this board is off track. The propaganda showing children wearing masks needs to be removed
as it represents a gross misinterpretation of health. Masks are well proven to reduce oxygen flow to the human. Never before, other than perverse middle
eastern cultures, have humans been subjected to such mass suffocation. This school district had it wrong when I asked Principal Ophus to review the
documentary published by the easily digestible Katie Couric https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceRFvhlcsiY titled "Fed Up". His response to me as I sent
three young children through his school was that he didn't know much about nutrition. I posted on NextDoor before the "Special Lunch" happened to my third
child. Instead of serving addictive horrible McDonalds I suggested families bring food to school to share.
Is McDonalds more healthy than a homecooked meal? Why is McDonalds special? How poor are we?
With regard to masks, Dr VA Shiva warned that there would be an outbreak of oral health problems. https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?
ref=watch_permalink&v=495432131644175
Sure enough, Colgate reports "Mask Mouth". https://www.colgate.com/en-us/oral-health/threats-to-dental-health/what-is-mask-mouth
This agenda includes talk about "
Katie Couric and the "Fed Up" video should be trusted as much as we should trust Katie's business partner, Matt Lauer. She too is compromised, telling
people to "eat less and exercise more". What if eating good healthy live foods is the answer. Not 2% Chocolate or Skim, but rather whole live raw milk.
This agenda includes Dr Gorr ensuring her continued reign as the childs politician. Why did we bow down to the illegal demands to force kids to put masks
on?
I've got so many emails from the school about COVID cases, it's so ridiculous. Nobody died of COVID. People died of many things, but not the common
cold. Show me someone.
This administration is so off track and I'm so sick of hearing your continued desire to abuse children in the name of profits for Coca Cola. You need less
whole grains and you need more fats. Raw, uncooked fats are what is healthy, not a hamburger and "disgusting" yogurt (that's what the kids called it) from
McDonalds.
You all should be ashamed of yourself for putting masks on children. It's slow murder. Vaccines is fast murder.
I'm tired of your pointing to Science. I'm tired of seeing children in masks. I'm tired of getting propaganda as emails that say that there's another kid with
covid at school.
I get it, a lot of people are sick of living, for those of us who want to live, I hope you can see that there is another way. If you'd leave your agenda of fear and
propagating fear into the next generation in the name of power profit and control, maybe you'd find a better life where the community actually comes together
instead of a community that drives fear and separation to incite control.
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What are you so afraid of? Why do you put photos of children in masks and force vaccines with long term side effects which can include god knows what I
Anderson pray that you haven't vaccinated an entire generation that won't be able to reproduce. This is no different than Auschwitz. Slow, boiling of the frogs.

